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Dear Parent
It is rightly said by William Blake, “What is now proved was once only imagined.” In the past
few years, the world has been revolutionised and lead to groundbreaking changes in
education. What we once thought was just a possibility, is now the way we learn. The
outbreak of the pandemic has brought about great changes in our lives. One such change is
the transition to virtual schooling.
One of the biggest challenges of virtual schooling was to give our students the needed
exposure and opportunities to participate and indulge in constructive activities. But as the
saying goes, “Where there’s a will, there’s a way.” With the support of our parents and
teachers, we have finished Term 1 of this session, witnessing a plethora of online activities
with lots of participation from our students. This gave us the motivation to capture the spirit
of RSJMS and present it in a way that marks our growth, unfolds our imagination, and gives
life to our thoughts and aspirations. With each passing year, with the invaluable
contributions from our students, Sandesh has become an example of brilliance. Taking it
forward with the same spirit, we present to you the latest edition of Sandesh, as an emagazine.
I hope you all enjoy scrolling through the pages of your first e-magazine and exploring the
digital world of Sandesh which includes many new features like – audio and video links, the
latest virtual ventures at RSJMS, a special section by the school counsellors and as always,
our students’ wonderful and inspiring stories, poems, artworks and messages which will
surely hold the interest and admiration of our readers.
In addition to the PDF file, you can also view the e-Sandesh in form of a flipbook. The link to
the flipbook is - https://fliphtml5.com/cydhc/ycoc
To access the high-quality, print-ready version of the e-magazine, kindly download it from
the given link –
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BO35wj7aGGO7h4_bi0gV9ezCZRzeIs8X/view?usp=sharing
I would like to congratulate the Editorial board for their sincere efforts in bringing out the eversion of Sandesh. I also extend my heartfelt gratitude to the students and parents who
have contributed wholeheartedly for this issue. Thank you for your never-ending love and
support.
Warm Regards
Ms. Nalini Singh Rajput
Headmistress

